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Nasim Taleb @nntaleb said
They are born, put in a box; they go home to live in a box; they study by ticking boxes; they go
to what is called “work” in a box, where they sit in their cubicle box; they drive to the grocery
store in a box to buy food in a box they talk about thinking “outside the box”; and when they die
they are put in a box.

Nasim Taleb
China‟s economy is likely to pick up quickly after the coronavirus is contained and stage a “Vshaped” recovery, a PBOC official said in an OP-ED in the Financial Times.

Chen Yulu PBOC
China‟s economy is likely to pick up quickly after the coronavirus is contained and stage a “Vshaped” recovery, according to a senior official with the nation‟s central bank.The “sound”
fundamentals of the domestic economy remain unchanged in the medium to long run despite a
short-term slowdown due to the epidemic, Chen Yulu, a deputy governor at the People‟s Bank of
China, wrote in an opinion piece in the Financial Times dated Feb. 20. The PBOC summarized
the column in a separate posting Sunday.“China has sufficient policy space to support steady
economic growth. China is one of the few major economies in the world that have maintained
normal monetary policy,” wrote Chen. “Equipped with a rich policy toolkit, China is capable of
coping with various uncertainties.”
The IMF's @KGeorgieva says the #coronavirus [is set] to shave 0.1 percentage points from
global growth @Reuters
http://j.mp/39SFCcz

K Georgieva
The fast-spreading coronavirus outbreak will likely lower China‟s economic growth this year to
5.6%, down 0.4 percentage points from its January outlook, and shave 0.1 percentage points
from global growth, the IMF said on Saturday
International Monetary Fund Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva presented the outlook to
central bankers and finance ministers from the world‟s 20 largest economies gathered in Riyadh
where the outbreak was a major topic of discussion, but said the IMF continued to look at more
dire scenarios.China, which did not send senior officials to the G20 meeting because of the crisis
over the virus, reported a sharp fall in new deaths and cases on Saturday. But world health
officials warned it was too early to make predictions about the outbreak as new infections
continued to rise in other countries.“In our current baseline scenario, announced policies are
implemented and China‟s economy would return to normal in the second quarter. As a result, the
impact on the world economy would be relatively minor and short-lived,” Georgieva said.“But
we are also looking at more dire scenarios where the spread of the virus continues for longer and
more globally, and the growth consequences are more protracted.”The latest draft communique
from the G20 meeting gives less prominence to the outbreak of coronavirus as a growth risk,
saying only that the G20 would “... enhance global risk monitoring, including the recent outbreak
of COVID-19,” the medical acronym for the coronavirus.“While the impact of the epidemic
continues to unfold, the WHO‟s assessment is that with strong and coordinated measures, the
spread of the virus in China and globally can yet be contained and the human tragedy arrested,”
she said, referring to the World Health Organization

I responded on Twitter
0.1% @KGeorgieva? @GitaGopinath? @IMFNews Limit short that
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231260697281155072?s=20

I previously wrote
A Non Linear and exponential Virus represents the greatest risk to a Control Machine in point of
fact #COVID19 #coronavirus #2019nCoV
http://j.mp/37vP1Fn

William Burroughs Smash the Control Machine
What is becoming increasingly clear Is that the Worlds Economists and Policy Makers are as
linear in their thinking as Xi Jinping and are flummoxed by the exponential multiplicative nature
of the #nCoV2019
#coronavirus https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231545531022876672?s=20

Because whether its @WHO the @IMFNews the PBOC these near term forecasts are in the
Land of the Theatre of the Absurd
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231545822921285632?s=20

"The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand the exponential
function." - Professor Allen Bartlett @macronomics1
https://twitter.com/macronomics1/status/1231588353386127360?s=12

What is absolutely clear now is that we are dealing with a Virus that has turned
exponential and non-linear and is a PANDEMIC
Malcolm Gladwell „‟Tipping Point‟‟ moment in an epidemic when a virus reaches critical mass.
It‟s the boiling point. It‟s the moment on the graph when the line starts to shoot straight upwards.
#nCoV2019
http://j.mp/2RxwB2l

In an article in 2014 about Ebola I called it the moment of „‟escape velocity‟‟ and wrote „‟viruses
exhibit non-linear and exponential characteristics‟‟
Malcolm Gladwell described the „‟Tipping Point‟‟ as the name given to that moment in an
epidemic when a virus reaches critical mass.
It‟s the boiling point. It‟s the moment on the graph when the line starts to shoot straight
upwards.
In an article in 2014 about Ebola I called it the moment of „‟escape velocity‟‟ and wrote „‟viruses
exhibit non-linear and exponential characteristics‟‟
The #Coronavirus May Be „Disease X‟ Health Experts Warned About @business
http://j.mp/39Vig5V

The World Health Organization cautioned years ago that a mysterious “disease X” could spark
an international contagion. The new coronavirus, with its ability to quickly morph from mild to
deadly, is emerging as a contender.From recent reports about the stealthy ways the so-called
Covid-19 virus spreads and maims, a picture is emerging of an enigmatic pathogen whose effects
are mainly mild, but which occasionally -- and unpredictably -- turns deadly in the second week.
In less than three months, it‟s infected about 77,000 people, mostly in China, and killed more
than 2,200.
“Whether it will be contained or not, this outbreak is rapidly becoming the first true pandemic
challenge that fits the disease X category,” Marion Koopmans, head of viroscience at Erasmus
University Medical Center in Rotterdam, and a member of the WHO‟s emergency committee,
wrote Wednesday in the journal Cell.
@Rabobank's assessment if virus cannot be contained. That "dystopian Hollywood films" part is
catchy @DavidBCollum
https://twitter.com/DavidBCollum/status/1231083726312026112?s=20

The day when China announces negative numbers of new infections is not far away. Ministry of
Truth, 1984. @GrGuenter
https://twitter.com/GrGuenter/status/1230418335474556933?s=20

Dear @biancoresearch what I find incredible is the acceptance of a crock of statistics which are
hocus pocus #COVID19 Are the markets and Folks this illiterate?
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231122137987080192?s=20

'Xi has extensive experience at silencing viral ideas, but controlling an actual virus itself is
outside his experience, so at the very least we can say he appears to be playing a high-risk game”
Taylor @asiatimesonline
http://j.mp/328wLAI

07-OCT-2019 :: The World in the 21st century exhibits viral, wildfire and exponential
characteristics and feedback loops which only become obvious in hindsight. #COVID19
http://bit.ly/2VlypvG

We are past the Point of No Return [What am I talking about millions of deaths]
We believe that international seeding events started to occur in mid-Jan. Thus we have a critical
~10 weeks from then to late-March to contain these nascent outbreaks before they become
sizable. 3/4 @trvrb
https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1226241657860870144?s=20

@WHO is captured. And millions of lives will have been trifled with #COVID19 the Game is
Up.
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231146219650637824?s=20

This is politically correct pablum, @DrTedrosThe greatest enemy is of course the virus, not hurt
feelings or fear or stigma. All this kind of idiocy does is make people question the WHO‟s
priorities. @SenTomCotton
https://twitter.com/SenTomCotton/status/1231565999062818817?s=20

That fanciful @WHO hope for “limited window” for global containment of #sarscov2 has kinda
slammed shut and been “bricked up” as @MackayIM #COVID19 (hat tip to @jodigraphics15
for the figure) @DrEricDing
https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1231282909648166915

"It‟s hard to believe that only 52 days ago, WHO‟s country office in #China was notified of a
cluster of cases of pneumonia of unknown cause in Wuhan city"- @DrTedros #COVID19
#coronavirus

https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1231110670051049472?s=20

@WHO got to Wuhan this weekend #2019nCoV
http://j.mp/37vP1Fn

Working lunch of #WHO experts in China. What can they find about #COVID2019 there? 世衛
專家的工作餐 @jenniferatntd
https://twitter.com/jenniferatntd/status/1230707440104001539?s=20

与错误信息作斗争是战胜＃COVID19疫情和信息疫情的关键。 这是我与@TencentGlobal
腾讯医疗副总裁吴文达在 @SCMPNews 上发表的评论：@DrTedros
https://twitter.com/DrTedros/status/1231171062609653762

The Infodemic as per the preeminent Exponent
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231246422328168448?s=20

#Coronavirus how the @WHO is leading the social media fight against misinformation
@DrTedros @SCMPNews
http://j.mp/32gPzxX

The Industrially Necessary Doctor @DrTedros The truth is that only now – TWO MONTHS
INTO THE EPIDEMIC – is @WHO sending a “team” to “start investigating” the virus.
@EpsilonTheory
http://j.mp/2Hx5239

“We call on all countries to implement decisions that are evidence-based and consistent,” said
Tedros. Roger that.
There‟s just one problem.
The “evidence” here – taken without adjustment or question from the CCP – was a baldfaced lie.
And everyone at WHO knew it.
How do I know that everyone at WHO knew that the official Chinese numbers were a crock on
Feb. 4?
Because WHO-sponsored doctors in Hong Kong published independent studies on Jan. 31
showing that the official Chinese numbers were a crock.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30260-9/fulltext
Money quotes:
In our baseline scenario, we estimated that the basic reproductive number for 2019-nCoV was
2.68 (95% CrI 2.47–2.86) and that 75,815 individuals (95% CrI 37,304–130,330) have been
infected in Wuhan as of Jan 25, 2020.
Will this disease spread farther and faster … will more people DIE … because WHO Director
General Tedros recommended as best practice on February 4th that flights and visa issuance in
and out of China continue without significant disruption?
Yes. I think so.
And what is this “fake news”?

Fake news is now defined as anything that disputes WHO data, which means that fake news is
now defined as anything that disputes the official China party line.
Where possible, China wants to criminalize any speech … any social media … that does not
follow the official party line. Where it‟s not possible to criminalize that speech, China wants to
ban it through the cooperative censorship of global tech and media platforms.
Where it‟s not possible to ban that speech, China wants to shame it into the shadows by getting
us to reject it as “fake news”.
But what is happening at the most senior levels of the World Health Organization is not just a
disgrace. It is not just a humiliation for the people who are doing good and important work.
It is a betrayal of the entire world.
What is clear is that the CCP suppressed information until we reached a Groucho Marx „‟Who
Ya Gonna Believe, Me or Your Own Eyes‟‟ moment. #nCoV2019
#coronavirus http://j.mp/2RxwB2l
One doctor alone in only one of several #Wuhan hospitals diagnosed over 50 new #CoronaVirus
cases today during a 12 hour shift. @kr3at
https://twitter.com/kr3at/status/1231110633439006721?s=20

This does not reconcile with China's officially reported numbers of only ~300 new #Wuhan
cases reported.
Report 6: Relative sensitivity of international surveillance @imperialcollege @MRC_Outbreak
http://j.mp/2VmrXXl

we estimated that about two thirds of COVID-19 cases exported from mainland China have
remained undetected worldwide, potentially resulting in multiple chains of as yet undetected
human-to-human transmission outside mainland China
Financial Markets
GOLD HAS LIFT OFF - I LOOK FOR $2,000,00
At this point I would venture Gold is correlated to the #Coronavirus which is set to turn
parabolic and is already non linear and exponential ~ or as that great French Thinker Paul Virilio
described it ~ has “escape velocity”
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231078218242940928?s=20

Its the Maths Stupid - Non Linear and exponential - ''Escape
Velocity'' https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1231075873366904832?s=20

$GOLD What a beauty! @Mikes_Charts
https://twitter.com/Mikes_Charts/status/1231216094947532800?s=20

#Gold‟s rally to 7y high spurred highest-ever trading volume in metal‟s call options. >155k
contracts @Schuldensuehner
https://twitter.com/Schuldensuehner/status/1230974979635916801?s=20

27-JAN-2020 :: Investors dived into Safe Havens, Next week we could see these moves turn
parabolic #nCoV2019

http://bit.ly/2RxwB2l
“But it is a curve each of them feels, unmistakably. It is the parabola. They must have guessed,
once or twice -guessed and refused to believe -that everything, always, collectively, had been
moving toward that purified shape latent in the sky, that shape of no surprise, no second chance,
no return.‟‟
"I‟ve only been at the Fed for two years,” Richmond Federal Reserve Bank president Tom
Barkin said. “But to my mind, central banks can‟t come up with vaccines.”
https://twitter.com/matthewstoller/status/1231436340442681344?s=20

13-AUG-2019 :: The most important currency to watch right now is the USDCNH
http://bit.ly/2yTpbfy

The USDCNH will break big at some point
#coronavirus could hit up to 42% of China's GDP @StanChart About 26% is from a direct hit to
demand, and 16% from indirect supply chain disruption affecting production. In other words a
simultaneous supply AND demand shock @tracyalloway
https://twitter.com/tracyalloway/status/1230748405468549120?s=20

2-SEP-2019 :: the China EM Frontier Feedback Loop Phenomenon. #COVID19
http://j.mp/2kokeYv
China EM Frontier Feedback Loop Phenomenon. This Phenomenon was positive for the last two
decades but has now undergone a Trend reversal. The Fall-out is being experienced as far away
as Germany Inc. The ZAR is the purest proxy for this Phenomenon. African Countries heavily
dependent on China being the main Taker are also at the bleeding edge of this Phenomenon. This
Pressure Point will not ease soon but will continue to intensify.
There it is. Brazil's real falls through 4.40/$. Down 9% this year, cementing its position as one of
the worst-performing currencies in the world against the dollar this year. @ReutersJamie
https://twitter.com/ReutersJamie/status/1230831136714129408?s=20

16-FEB-2020 :: #COVID19 #coronavirus #2019nCoV
http://j.mp/37vP1Fn
03-FEB-2020 :: The #nCoV2019 #coronavirus and the Non-Linearity and Exponential Risks
http://bit.ly/2uhaSma
27-JAN-2020 :: #WuhanCoronavirus #nCoV2019 #coronavirus

http://bit.ly/2RxwB2l
THIS IS AN UNPRECEDENTED MOMENT

